Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) has the highest rate of vascular proliferation among solid tumors. Angiogenesis is the central feature of rapid tumor growth in GBM and therefore remains an appealing therapeutic target in the treatment of these highly malignant tumors. Antiangiogenic therapy is emerging as an important adjuvant treatment. Multiple antiangiogenic agents targeting various sites in vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and integrin pathways have been tested in clinical trials of newly diagnosed and recurrent GBMs. These include bevacizumab, enzastaurin, aflibercept, cediranib, and cilengitide. In this review, we discuss the current status and challenges facing clinical application of antiangiogenic treatment including anti-VEGF therapy and integrin pathway agents' therapy in glioblastoma. Here, we highlight a strong biologic rationale for this strategy, also focusing on integrin pathways. PubMed-indexed clinical trials published in English on antiangiogenic treatment of glioblastomas in the past 5 years were reviewed. The results of the current clinical trials of these agents are presented.
Introduction
Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) accounts for 17% of primary central nervous system tumors. Survival rates remain poor despite advancements in surgical technique and chemotherapies. The median progression-free survival (PFS) is 6.9 months, with overall survival (OS) of 14.6 months. [1] The standard of care for newly diagnosed GBM is surgical resection and postoperative chemoradiation with temozolomide. Despite this aggressive regimen, survival has only improved by 2-7 months at best and options for salvage chemotherapy remain limited. [2] The poor prognosis is partly secondary to rapid tumor growth from angiogenesis and aggressive tumor cell invasion. [3, 4] Upregulation of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) from intratumoral hypoxia and dysregulation of growth factor signaling play important roles in the pathophysiology of tumor resistance and recurrence. [3, 5] As a result, these pathways have led to the development of new pharmaceutical targets for the management of GBM with mixed success. [6] 
Pathophysiology
Tumor growth relies on four major processes: neovascularization, tumor cell invasion, migration, and resistance to apoptosis. Angiogenesis is stimulated by hypoxia. Highly aggressive tumors such as GBM rapidly outgrow their blood supply, resulting in hypoxia and thus activating the cascade for upregulation of VEGF, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) on the vascular endothelial cell surface. Downstream signal transduction promotes angiogenesis and mitogenesis [ Figure 1 ]. [3] While VEGF plays a crucial role in normal and pathologic neovascularization, there are other molecules that are equally involved.
Integrins are transmembrane receptor proteins with intracellular and extracellular activity that are composed of alpha and beta chains. There are 18 alpha subtypes and 8 beta subtypes. The combination of various subtypes determines extracellular ligand binding and downstream signaling responsible for tumor angiogenesis, invasion, and migration. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] The avB3 and avB5 subtypes are upregulated in tumor cells and tumor vasculature, thus serving as a target for multiple pathways of tumor growth. [11] [12] [13] The avb3 and avb5 integrins specifically recognize the arginine-glycine-aspartic acid sequence of extracellular ligands. On binding to ligand, integrins aggregate and recruit focal adhesion kinase resulting in signaling through the PI3K and mitogen-activated protein kinase cascade. [8] [9] [10] Through this pathway, growth factors are activated which promote cell cycle progression and suppress apoptosis, leading to increased tumor burden. [14] Antiangiogenic Agents in Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Pathways A number of drugs have targeted different steps in the pathway of angiogenesis through VEGF-signaling cascades [ Table 1 and Figure 1 ]. The therapeutic approaches to suppression of VEGF receptor (VEGFR) signaling can be achieved by intervening at multiple steps in the activation cascade. As illustrated in Figure 1 , those include blocking the ligand-binding site of VEGFR with either monoclonal antibodies or synthetic peptides or blocking the tyrosine kinase activation site of VEGFR with small-molecule inhibitors (TKIs). Multiple receptors of TKIs have been under investigation for the treatment of recurrent GBM. These multi-kinase VEGFR inhibitor agents include cediranib, sunitinib, pazopanib, vandetanib, and sorafenib. The potency of these molecules against the VEGFR family is variable and each agent inhibits multiple other potentially relevant receptors, including KIT, platelet-derived growth factor receptor, rearranged during transfection, RAF, and epidermal growth factor receptor. The most studied of these pharmaceutical agents in GBM include cediranib, enzastaurin, aflibercept, and bevacizumab.
Bevacizumab
Bevacizumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal antibody that directly targets VEGF and has been studied in both recurrent and newly diagnosed GBM. [15] In recurrent GBM, there is clear radiographic response of tumor regression. The standard of care for newly diagnosed GBM, temozolomide, adds little benefit to patients with recurrent GBM and those with unmethylated O(6) methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT). [16, 17] On the other hand, Phase II trials have shown encouraging results measuring the PFS and OS benefits of bevacizumab therapy, alone or combined with topoisomerase inhibitor irinotecan in the subgroup of MGMT-negative GBM. Notably, an initial Phase II trial investigating combination therapy of bevacizumab and irinotecan showed 6-month PFS (PFS-6) rate of 46% and OS of 9.7 months. [18, 19] The BRAIN trial then showed PFS-6 rates of 42.6% and 50.3% for single and combined therapy, respectively, and median OS of 9.2 and 8.7 months. [20] This strong evidence for PFS improvement led the US FDA to approve the drug, while the lack of OS advantage prompted EU refusal for GBM-indicated approval, underscoring the enduring contention that surrounds bevacizumab. Still, in recurrent GBM, the use of bevacizumab, alone or combined with irinotecan, produces favorable radiographic response rates. [21] In a meta-analysis compiling data from 12 Phase II trials comparing bevacizumab use alone versus in combination with irinotecan, patients in the combination therapy arm showed a statistically higher PFS-6, objective radiographic response, and rate of treatment discontinuation. [21] Phase III trials investigating bevacizumab in newly diagnosed GBM patients focused primarily on evaluating patient outcomes echo previous concerns for the drug. The AVAglio Phase III trial, investigating the role of bevacizumab in conjunction with temozolomide and radiation therapy (RT) for patients with newly diagnosed GBM, demonstrated that this combination can increase PFS-6 by as much as 36% but had no significant increase in OS and there was no particular subgroup of patients who [22] Similar results were found in the Phase III RTOG trial, including an increased burden of symptoms, worse quality of life, and neurocognitive decline. [23] The study allowed patients to crossover at event of disease progression with unblinding and initiation of bevacizumab if in placebo group, ruling out any potential survival benefit of first-line therapy compared with salvage.
[23] The results were not all discouraging, however, as patients enrolled in the AVAglio trial showed stable quality of life during PFS period as opposed to the deteriorating state seen in the RTOG trial. [22, 23] The RTOG trial excluded patients with unresected (biopsy-only) GBM upon enrollment, which could possibly contribute to this difference. [23] Overall, neither study indicated that bevacizumab therapy increases OS or provides strong PFS improvement, mirroring results from the past studies and discouraging hopes for direct translation of the drug's promising results in other cancers. [22, 23] There are other factors complicating the use of bevacizumab as a preferred therapy.
The side effects of bevacizumab can lead to significantly increased morbidity. These include venous thromboembolism, bleeding, and high-grade congestive heart failure. These risks are increased with combination chemotherapy compared to monotherapy. [24] [25] [26] [27] Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that bevacizumab has promoted tumor resistance to future treatment, complicating indications for use. [28, 29] 
Cediranib and related agents
Cediranib is a VEGFR2 inhibitor that was postulated to decrease tumor growth by inhibiting endothelial cell proliferation and survival, thereby preventing neovascularization. [30] Despite promising results from preclinical models, this drug did not lead to increased PFS in the Phase III REGAL trial for recurrent GBM when compared to the treatment with alkylating nitrosourea agent lomustine. [31] Similar agents such as TKIs sunitinib and sorafenib have been explored and received FDA approval for use in advanced renal cell carcinoma. [32] Sunitinib recently underwent Phase II testing in GBM patients, showing minimal antiglioblastoma activity and high toxicity. [33] Likewise, both sorafenib monotherapy and combination therapy with standard of care chemotherapeutic agent temozolomide showed only limited results -PFS-6 of 25% and 26%, respectively, in GBM patients, and considerable toxicity. [34, 35] Addition of radiotherapy to sorafenib and temozolomide combination therapy generated similarly moderate outcome results as compared to standard therapy alone, as well as significantly increased adverse events, discouraging further investigation of the drug in GBM. [36] 
Enzastaurin
Enzastaurin is an acyclic bisindolylmaleimide that inhibits VEGF-induced signaling through inhibition of protein kinase C beta. [37] Inhibition of VEGF-driven vessel proliferation and growth along with decreased tumor microvessel density in cell line and murine xenografts provides the foundational evidence for the drug's antiangiogenic effects. [38, 39] Phase II trials of enzastaurin in 85 patients with recurrent malignant glioma showed objective radiographic responses in only 16% of patients and a median PFS of 5 months. [40] Another study combining enzastaurin with radiotherapy and temozolomide in newly diagnosed GBM showed low toxicity profile, spurring a Phase III trial. However, this was soon terminated due to nonsuperiority of the drug as compared to lomustine. [41, 42] 
Aflibercept
Aflibercept is a decoy protein made up of the extracellular domains of VEGF fused to the Fc portion of immunoglobulin G1. Thus, it binds with high affinity to both VEGFR stimulating tumor angiogenesis. [43, 44] Aflibercept showed promising results in prolonging survival in both initial and advanced stages of glioma tumor development in animal models. [43, 45] Nevertheless, Phase II trials in human patients with recurrent GBM resulted in 25% of patients (14) removed from the study due to toxicity, including CNS ischemia and systemic hemorrhage, and only demonstrated a PFS-6 of 7.7%. [46] Antiangiogenic Agents in Integrin Pathwayscilengitide Angiogenesis consists of three steps: blood vessel degradation, disruption of the basement membrane, and endothelial cell migration. [3] Endothelial cell migration and adhesion are facilitated and enhanced by the integrin avb3. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Tumor cell invasion similarly requires multiple steps: invading cells detach from the tumor mass, adhere to the extracellular matrix (ECM), which then breaks down to allow for cell penetration. [3, 4] Integrins are responsible for cell attachment to the ECM. Cilengitide (CIL) is a cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartic acid pentapeptide inhibitor of avb3 and avb5 integrins [ Figure 2 ]. [5, 12, 47, 48] By blocking these critical steps, CIL has the potential to reduce tumor burden [ Figure 3 ]. [10] Unlike previous antiangiogenic chemotherapy agents, CIL simultaneously targets tumor angiogenesis, invasion, and migration. [12] Due to this multifaceted approach, there is less potential for developing resistance and relapse.
Preclinical models have demonstrated that cells treated with CIL upregulate caspase 8, leading to increased apoptosis. [49] While murine models suggest a role for CIL as a single-agent therapy, there is even greater preclinical evidence to support a synergistic relationship when combined with radiotherapy. [50, 51] As a result, the efficacy and safety profile of CIL in recurrent and newly diagnosed GBM are being investigated in numerous clinical trials summarized below and in Table 2 .
Results of clinical trials of cilengitide in recurrent glioblastoma multiforme
Multiple Phase I trials have examined the role of CIL monotherapy in recurrent adult and pediatric malignant glioma. These trials provided insight into potential dose-limiting toxicities, pharmacokinetics, and biological measures of response. A Phase I trial of 37 patients who received an escalating dose of CIL infusions between 30 and 1600 mg/m 2 over 1 h twice a week did not reveal any toxicity in that range. [52] Another Phase 1 trial administering doses between 600 and 1200 mg/m 2 twice weekly supported the safety profile of CIL between these dosage levels. [47] A subsequent Phase I trial of 51 patients with recurrent malignant glioma evaluated the safety of doses between 120 and 2400 mg/m 2 . Although it did not consistently demonstrate dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) and maximum tolerated dosage (MTD), one patient reported thrombosis at the dose of 120 mg/m 2 . One other patient reported grade 4 joint and bone pain at dose of 480 mg/ m 2 . One patient experienced thrombocytopenia at dose of 600 mg/m 2 . At 1800 mg/m 2 anorexia, hypoglycemia and hyponatremia were reported in one patient. Importantly, none of the patients developed intracranial hemorrhage. [53] A similarly designed dose escalation Phase I trial in the pediatric population of 31 patients with recurrent malignant glioma had more equivocal results. Patients were administered CIL twice weekly starting at a dose of 120 mg/m 2 and increased to 2400 mg/m 2 over a period of 52 weeks. Three of 13 patients who received doses of 2400 mg/m 2 developed intracranial hemorrhage. Of these, however, two were asymptomatic and all three were self-limiting. [54] These results indicate that CIL has a low side effect profile and is safe to use up to 2400 mg/ m 2 twice weekly. [53, 54] In addition to providing insight into the DLT and MTD of CIL in recurrent malignant glioma, these studies investigated the tumor response by measuring specific biological markers. While tumor vessel density, endothelial cell apoptosis, gene expression profiling, and serum angiogenic factor levels proved not to be reliable indicators, perfusion magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated decreased tumor blood flow at increased doses of CIL correlating with clinical response. [53] Given the early success of the Phase I trials, a Phase II trial was administered with the purpose of measuring the efficacy and drug delivery into the tumor in patients who developed recurrent or progressive GBM and required surgical resection. Patients were randomized to receive either 500 or 2000 mg of intravenous (IV) CIL 8, 4, and 1 day before resection. Blood samples were taken to compare plasma levels of CIL to the drug level within the tumor. In the postsurgery period, patients were given 2000 mg IV CIL twice weekly. The primary outcome was PFS, and the secondary outcome was measurement of intratumoral drug uptake. The PFS-6 rate was 12% with median PFS of 8 weeks. At the time of resection, on an average, there was a 3-fold higher concentration of drug within the tumor as compared to the plasma level in the 500 mg dose group and 4-fold higher in the 2000 mg dose group. CIL showed little efficacy as a single agent to extend PFS, but effective delivery to the tumor was demonstrated. [55] These results conflict with a second multicenter, Phase II trial instituted with the purpose of measuring the efficacy and safety of CIL in GBM patients at first recurrence, which showed moderate efficacy. Patients were randomized to two arms to receive either 500 or 2000 mg IV CIL twice weekly and assessed every 4 weeks. The primary outcome was PFS-6; secondary outcomes included OS and radiographic response. In the 500 mg/day arm, the PFS-6 rate was 10% and OS was 6.5 months. In the 2000 mg/day arm, the PFS-6 rate was 15% and OS was 9.9 months. The authors concluded that CIL monotherapy had moderate efficacy in recurrent GBM patients. [56] Overall, these studies suggest that CIL is safe and probably effective as a single-agent therapy in recurrent malignant glioma. Considering the inconsistent findings of efficacy in these trials, larger sample sizes are needed to better power the studies.
Results of clinical trials of cilengitide in newly diagnosed glioblastoma multiforme
The safety and efficacy of CIL as part of multi-agent therapy in newly diagnosed GBM are still under investigation through ongoing trials; however, recently presented results have shown mixed findings. A phase I/ II trial measuring safety and efficacy of CIL administered with temazolamide and RT for newly diagnosed GBM patients randomized subjects to 2 arms. In Arm I, patients received RT and temozolomide as in the Phase I initiation course and CIL at 500 mg doses. [57] However, these findings are not consistent with the recently presented results of the CENTRIC and CORE trials.
The CENTRIC study was a multicenter, open-label, randomized controlled Phase III trial with the purpose of measuring the safety and efficacy of CIL therapy in patients with newly diagnosed GBM and methylated MGMT gene promoter. Patients were randomized 1:1 either to control treatment group of temozolomide and RT followed by maintenance therapy with temozolomide or to the group with CIL regimen of 2000 mg IV CIL 2 times/week in addition to temozolomide + RT followed by maintenance temozolomide. The primary outcome was OS. Secondary outcomes included PFS and safety. Median OS was 26.3 months in both arms. Median PFS per investigator read was 13.5 months in the CIL arm and 10.7 months in the control arm. No new safety concerns were identified. However, CIL did not seem to prolong PFS or OS in newly diagnosed patients with methylated MGMT gene promoter status. [58] The CORE study was a multicenter, open-label, randomized controlled Phase II trial with the purpose of measuring the safety and efficacy of CIL therapy in patients with newly diagnosed GBM and unmethylated MGMT gene promoter. Patients were randomized 1:1:1 either to the control group with conventional treatment of temozolomide + RT followed by maintenance temozolomide, or to a standard CIL regimen of 2000 mg of IV CIL 2 times/week in addition to temozolomide + RT followed by maintenance temozolomide, or finally to an intensified CIL regimen of 2000 mg IV CIL 5 times/week in addition to temozolomide + RT followed by maintenance temozolomide. The primary outcome was OS. Secondary outcomes included PFS and safety. The median OS was 13.4 months in the control arm, 16.3 months in the CIL arm, and 14.5 months in the CIL intensified dose arm.
Respective median PFS per independent read was 4.1, 5.6, and 5.9 months. No new safety concerns were identified. CIL appeared to increase OS in newly diagnosed patients with unmethylated MGMT gene promoter status but only with the standard regimen and not with the intensified regimen. [59] Ongoing trials of combination of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy with cilengitide in glioblastoma multiforme
While the use of CIL as monotherapy in recurrent GBM and in combination with conventional treatment in newly diagnosed GBM has been studied, the role of multi-antiangiogenic therapy has not been fully elucidated. Ongoing Phase I trials are investigating this exact question. 1. Cediranib maleate and CIL in treating patients with progressive or recurrent glioblastoma is a Phase I trial with the purpose of finding the optimal dose of cediranib maleate when given with CIL to treat patients with progressive or recurrent GBM. Patients will be initially enrolled in a dose-finding study (Part A) where cediranib maleate will be given orally daily together with IV CIL on days 1, 4, 8, 11, 15, 18, 22, and 25. In the second part of the study (Part B), patients will be grouped on prior anti-VEGF therapy status and will be given cediranib maleate at the dose determined in Part A along with IV CIL as in Part A. The primary outcome is the safety profile of cediranib maleate based on the incidence of DLT. Secondary outcomes include OS, radiographic responses, PFS, and change in markers [60] 2. CIL and sunitinib malate in treating patients with advanced solid tumors or glioblastoma multiform is a Phase I trial studying the efficacy of CIL together with sunitinib malate for patients with advanced solid tumors or GBM. Patients received oral sunitinib malate for 2 weeks and then randomized to 2 arms. Arm 1 patients receive CIL IV twice weekly for 2 weeks and Arm 2 patients do not receive treatments for 2 weeks. Both arms receive a second course of sunitinib malate for 2 weeks followed by CIL twice weekly for 2 weeks with this treatment repeating every 4 weeks. The primary outcome is changes in serum VEGFR2 during the withdrawal phase from Sunitinib in course 1. Secondary outcomes include comparison of serum VEGFR2 in course 1 versus 2 and toxicity [61] 3. Temozolomide and procarbazine with CIL for patients with GBM without methylation of the MGMT promoter gene (ExCentric) is a Phase II trial investigating the safety and efficacy of the combination of temozolomide, procarbazine, RT, and CIL in newly diagnosed GBM patients with unmethylated MGMT promoter status.
Patients receive CIL 2000 mg 2 times per week for 18 months, with 6 weeks of RT started on week 2 with daily temozolomide and procarbazine followed by cycles of these two drugs given on days 1-20 every 28 days. The primary outcome is 12-month OS, and secondary outcomes include PFS-6 and toxicity. Initial results confirm the safety profile of the treatment combination and the current median OS is 58 weeks and current median PFS is 30 weeks.
[62]
Analysis of mixed response to cilengitide in clinical trials
While Phase II trials of CIL in other cancers have failed to demonstrate significant antitumor activity, early clinical trials in GBM have suggested that it is a safe single agent therapy for recurrent GBM that leads to modest improvement in OS. When combined with radiation and temozolomide for newly diagnosed GBM, CIL improved OS in appropriately selected patients in the Phase II CORE trial. However, the Phase III CENTRIC trial did not demonstrate any benefit to OS or PFS in newly diagnosed GBM patients with methylated MGMT status. This subsequently led to the manufacturer halting drug development, which begs the question of why favorable Phase II trials of CIL did not translate into a positive Phase III trial. Numerous explanations are possible. First, CIL has a dose-dependent effect on angiogenesis. At low doses, the drug actually promotes angiogenesis, whereas at high doses, it inhibits it. The dosing regimen used in clinical trials was based on preclinical data and generally included a low-intermediate dose of 500 mg intravenously twice a week or an intermediate-high dose of 2000 mg intravenously twice a week. The latter of which was used in the CENTRIC trial. Considering the short half-life of 2-4 h, a twice-weekly schedule may be less favorable than a continuous infusion, at the cost of convenience to the patient. Second, despite radiographic and biopsy-proven evidence that CIL reaches tumor cells, there is no reliable biomarker to trace the signal of antitumor activity, a long-standing issue for many of the antiangiogenic agents. Third, the trial focused on MGMT positive patients given prior evidence of favorable prognosis in this subgroup; however, there is little known about the pathophysiologic underpinning and interaction between MGMT methylation and integrin signaling.
Conclusions and Future Directions
The angiogenesis pathway has been heavily targeted in recent investigations of GBM therapy. VEGF is one of the most important regulators of angiogenesis in glioblastoma. Multiple strategies involving targeting the VEGF/VEGFR pathway, including VEGF sequestration, vascular disruption, and suppression of VEGFR signaling using TKIs, are being actively explored in various clinical trials. Bevacizumab continues to be the most studied antiangiogenic agent in the treatment of newly diagnosed and recurrent GBM. Although bevacizumab has yet to conclusively demonstrate durable response and survival benefit in patients with GBM, its inhibitory effect on peritumoral edema contributing to transient clinical and radiographic response is important in reducing disabling neurological symptoms. Further studies are required to understand the highly complex process of angiogenesis in relation to mechanisms of actions and resistance to VEGF/ VEGFR therapies to optimize the treatment protocols in case of newly diagnosed and recurrent GBM.
In addition to the various drugs acting along the VEGF signaling cascade, CIL acting on integrin pathways offers a novel cancer therapy that simultaneously prevents angiogenesis, invasion, and migration while promoting apoptosis. Although the favorable Phase II trials of CIL did not translate into a positive Phase III trial, this may be due to multiple reasons such as dose dependency, lack of reliable biomarker for assessment of tumor activity, and a bias of using in MGMT-positive patients during the trial. Taking these factors into consideration, we believe that it is too early to give up on CIL and future investigations taking into account the unique pharmacokinetics of the drug are needed to explore the therapeutic potential of the drug.
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